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Ed-Tech & Inner Training 

Ed-tech is one of the greatest things that happened to the 
digital age and it is the least appreciated one in the media that 
covers the tech world. In this article Prof. Monika Hamori 
explains how ed-tech can be part of the solution for internal 
training program guided by brand culture as the online 
courses play an important role in individuals’ development. 

http://bit.ly/2Fl02wf 

Mini article

In this mini article the World Economic Forum’s ten most-
read articles of 2017 are put together. 

http://bit.ly/2Cih3IW 

Apps 

Reelgood 

Reelgood is the TV Guide for 
streamers, with every streaming 
source in one app. Users can track, 
play, and browse everything from 
over 250 streaming sources along 
with the IMDB scores and trailers. 

https://apple.co/2DqaOkr 

Books 

The Long Tail 
by Chris Anderson 

Chris Anderson shows how the 
future of commerce and culture isn't 
in mainstream populist hits, the 
high-volume head of a typical 
demand curve, but in what used to 
be regarded as misses- the endlessly 
long tail of that same curve. 

http://amzn.to/2D8LIcG 

INSIGHTS 
Brand Strategy | Public Relations | Digital & Social Media

https://apple.co/2DqaOkr
http://amzn.to/2D8LIcG
http://bit.ly/2Fl02wf
http://bit.ly/2Cih3IW
https://apple.co/2DqaOkr
http://amzn.to/2D8LIcG
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Thought Leadership & PR 

From the standpoints of general systems dynamics and 
holistic brand management, influencer marketing, personal 
branding, content development, network relations, pr and 
thought leadership are all components of one and the same 
clock. In this article the author explains why thought 
leadership that is on-brand works so well in today’s data 
cluttered environment.  

http://bit.ly/2pqpDAf

Protecting 
Reputation 

Achieving a certain level of 
reputation is difficult but what is 
more difficult is to maintain it. 
Reputation management involves 
defining a brand’s point of view in a 
genuinely inside out way which 
requires thoughtfulness because 
even at the root of the word 
‘reputatio’ means consideration. 

http://bit.ly/2kmwKo0 

The Culture 
Factor of Brands 

The days of the world’s witnessing 
the uncultured brands’ fall are very 
near. For a brand to have a cultural 
consciousness has nothing to do 
with having a cultured 
consciousness. Culture is the priority 
of purpose-led brands and it is a 
fundamental management tool for 
leaders. Culture beats powerpoint 
and eats strategy for breakfast. 
Cultural capital boosts financial 
capital for brands and makes them 
outlast the brands with semi-culture 
or pseudo-culture. 

http://bit.ly/2BLLKDv 

The News Feed Goes  
Back to Its Origins 

Mark Zuckerberg has recently outlined the new 
focus of the developments in his social media 
platform. The focus will be on taking the News 
Feed back to its original purpose which is based 
more on meaningful content and more content 
from friends and family than from corporations. 
The implications of this is that there will be less 
room for cheap entertainment and more room for 
authentic influencers and creative deep narratives.  

http://bit.ly/2D74Nw9 
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